Abstract. We survey Brownian manifolds -manifolds that can parametrise Brownian motion -and those that cannot. We consider covariances of spacetime processes, particularly those when space is the sphere -geo-temporal processes. There are connections with functions of negative type.
Brownian manifolds and negative type
Spatio-temporal processes ıA stochastic process, X = {X t } say, is generally a mathematical model for a random phenomenon evolving with time t -a temporal process; sometimes the relevant parameter is a point in space -a spatial process, or a random field; sometimes one needs both time and space -a spatio-temporal process. Our main interest here is the case when space is a sphere, which we think of as the Earth; in this case we speak of a geo-temporal process.
ıThe simplest manifold that might be used for the space variable is Euclidean space, of dimension n say, R n , when one might speak of a process with multidimensional (n-dimensional) time. The next simplest space manifold is the sphere, S -the Earth, say, though we shall take the n-sphere S n , an n-dimensional manifold embedded in R n+1 . ıThe most useful class of random fields for modelling purposes is the Gaussian random fields. In this as in any other context, the prototypical Gaussian process is Brownian motion.
ıProcesses will be real-valued, unless otherwise stated.
Lévy's Brownian motion with multi-dimensional time ıOne can define Brownian motion B = (B t : t ∈ R) on the line (on (Ω, F , P ), say) as the centred Gaussian process with incremental variance var(B t − B s ) = |t − s| and (say) B 0 = 0. One can regard B as a map t → B t from R to the Hilbert space H = L 2 (Ω, F , P ), and then B t − B s 2 = |t − s|, the left being the incremental variance. The covariance is then given by the inner product c(t, s) := (B t , B s ) = 1 2 (|t| + |s| − |t − s|), and as independence is just zero correlation in the Gaussian case, this gives independent increments as usual. ıGeneralising this viewpoint, Paul Lévy [62] showed that one can define multiparameter Brownian motion (or Brownian motion with multi-dimensional time) as the real-valued centred Gaussian process B = (B t : t ∈ R n ) with incremental variance
(using |.| for Euclidean distance); see also [63, 64] for later treatments. ıOne has i(s, t) = c(s, s) + c(t, t) − 2c(s, t),
and as c(s,
Thus either of c, i determines the other; i is more convenient here. ıLévy also showed that Brownian motion can be defined so as to be parametrised by the sphere S n , in addition to R n as above. Now the incremental variance is given by the geodesic distance d on the sphere (from the North Pole o, which plays the role of the origin above):
Thus √ d(s, t) = B t − B s ; one calls √ d a Hilbertian distance. ıA word on terminology: our incremental variance is also known by several other names: the variogram (a term due to Matheron, arising in mining), the structure function (Yaglom), mean-squared difference (Jowett), etc.; see e.g. Cressie ([22] , 2.3.1).
Brownian and non-Brownian manifolds
ıFor M a manifold with geodesic distance d, or more generally with (M, d) a metric space, one can proceed as above and call B = (B x : x ∈ M ) a Brownian motion parametrised by M if the B x are centred Gaussian, the incremental variance is the geodesic distance, 
for all n = 2, 3, · · · , all points x i ∈ M and all real u i with u i = 0 (the term conditionally negative definite is also used, reflecting the condition u i = 0). Call M of strictly negative type if the sum above is negative for all such u i not all zero. Such spaces are important in a variety of contexts, and have been studied at length in the books by Blumenthal [18] and Deza and Laurent [25] . 
Thus, when H = L 2 (Ω, F , P ) as before, M is Brownian if and only if it is of negative type, and then Brownian motion B on (parametrised by) M is the map φ above. Then φ : (M, √ d) → H is called the Brownian embedding (or just, embedding). See Lyons [65] for a short proof of Schoenberg's theorem.
ıThe other classical result of Schoenberg relevant here [81] is that a kernel k is of negative type iff e −tk is of positive type for every t ≥ 0. This, of course, suggests the Lévy-Khintchine formula, and was part of Gangolli's motivation for his theory of Lévy-Schoenberg kernels [33] ; see also [45] , [6] .
The Kazhdan property
ıThe geometrical property of being Brownian has an algebraic interpretation in the case M = G/K of a symmetric space (see Section 2 for these and other related terms).
ıKazhdan [54] defined a locally compact group to have Property (T ), now called the Kazhdan property, if the unit representation is isolated in the space of unitary representations. Groups with the Kazhdan property -Kazhdan groups -have proved to be important in many areas; for a monograph treatment, see Bekka et al. [5] . (We note that a locally compact group is compact iff it is amenable and Kazhdan; see e.g. Paterson [74] for background on amenability.) ıThe irreducible unitary representations are in bijection with the positive definite spherical functions (Section 2 below); the set of these is called the spherical dual. In the rank-one case considered below, this can be identified with a set Λ ⊂ R, where if M is compact Λ is a discrete set tending to infinity, while if M is Euclidean, or is real or complex hyperbolic space, Λ = [0, ∞). By contrast, if M is quaternionic hyperbolic space, Λ = {0} ∪ [λ 0 , ∞), where λ 0 > 0 (Faraut [28, 31] ; cf. Kostant ([58] , 428)). Thus M is Kazhdan in this case. Here 
Symmetric spaces, spherical functions and weights
Symmetric spaces ıA symmetric space (Helgason [40, 41, 42] , Wolf [94] ) is a Riemannian manifold M whose curvature tensor is invariant under parallel translation. These may also be described as spaces where at each point x the geodesic symmetry exists: this fixes x and reverses the (direction of) geodesics through x, an involutive automorphism ( [94] , Ch. 11). Then M is a Riemannian homogeneous space M = G/K, where G is a closed subgroup of the isometry group of M containing the transvections, and K is the isotropy subgroup of G fixing the base-point x. Here (G, K) is called a Riemannian symmetric pair. The Banach algebra L 1 (K\G/K) of (Haar) integrable functions on G bi-invariant under K is commutative. Pairs with this property are called Gelfand pairs, and such Banach algebras are called commutative spaces [94] (a misnomer, as it is the algebra, rather than the space, which is commutative). ıSymmetric spaces may be split into compact, Euclidean and non-compact parts; there is a duality between the compact and non-compact cases, with the Euclidean case being self-dual ( [40] , V.2). We confine ourselves here to symmetric spaces of rank one ( [40] , V.6). These are two-point homogeneous spaces; they may be classified, as spheres, Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces, of constant curvature κ > 0, κ = 0 and κ < 0 respectively ( [40] Sections IX.5, X.3 p.401, and [93] ).
Spherical functions
ıFor harmonic analysis in this context, one needs the analogue of the classical Fourier transform in Euclidean space and the Gelfand transform for Banach algebras. This involves spherical measures and spherical functions ( [94] , Ch. 8) and the spherical transform ( [94] , Ch. 9); cf. Applebaum [2] .
For (G, K) a Gelfand pair, a spherical measure m is a K-bi-invariant multiplicative linear functional on C c (K\G/K); a spherical function is a continuous function
The map
is called the spherical transform for (G, K). The positive definite spherical functions φ on (G, K) are in bijection with the irreducible unitary representations π of G with a K-fixed unit vector u via
These form the spherical dual (called Λ in [28] , Ω in [30] ).
Weights ıWhen G is compact, the π here are in bijection with the dominant weights, in the sense of the Cartan-Weyl theory of weights; see e.g. ıThe spherical functions satisfy an integral equation due to Harish-Chandra (see e.g. [40] , X), which subsumes a number of the addition formulae of classical special-function theory (see e.g. ( [92] , XI) for Bessel functions and Gegenbauer polynomials).
Compact Lie groups
ıCompact connected Lie groups are themselves symmetric spaces ( [40] , IV.6). It was shown by Baldi and Rossi [4] that SU (2) is Brownian, but that SO(n) is not for n ≥ 3 (the question is decided by the signs of the coefficients in the PeterWeyl expansion). This is despite SU (2) and SO(3) being locally isomorphic: SO(3) ∼ = SU (2)/{±e}; cf. [29] , chapters 7 and 8.
Geo-temporal covariances
Sphere cross line ıFor modelling purposes in the earth sciences and climatology, one needs both a space coordinate on the sphere and a time coordinate on the line (or half-line); thus the space M = S × R (or M = S × R + ) is needed. The most basic process one might wish to model on M is Brownian motion. But the product can be taken in several different senses, and it turns out that the question of existence of Brownian motion depends on which kind of product we take. Recall that by Lévy's results of §1, Brownian motion exists on both S and R (or R + ), since both are of negative type.
ıFirst, take the product of metric spaces, under Hamming distance ("city-block metric", for those who know Manhattan), under which distances s add:
in the obvious notation. From the definition of negative type, this property is preserved under such products; see e.g. [18] , §3.2. So Brownian motion on the sphere cross line exists, with the product taken in this sense.
ıNext, one can take the product under the ordinary cartesian (or pythagorean) rule:
Here again, Brownian motion exists. McKean [67] gives a thorough study of the white-noise case (from which the Brownian case follows by integration), starting from the work of Chentsov [20] on white noise in this setting. McKean's construction moves between Euclidean space R d+1 and 'sphere cross half-line', S d × R + . ıBy contrast, if one takes the cartesian product of two Riemannian manifolds, distance is given by the differential cartesian rule:
, again in the obvious notation. It turns out that M = S × R is no longer of negative type -so is no longer Brownian -viewed as a manifold in this way. The same holds for any product of manifolds with at least one spherical factor -or even a factor with two pairs of antipodal points. See [47] for background and details, [61] , [75] for Riemannian manifolds. ıThus Brownian motion exists on M = S×R, regarded as a product of metric spaces in both the above senses, though not of Riemannian manifolds. This provides a starting-point for geo-temporal modelling -but separates the effects of space and time.
Separable and non-separable covariances ıThe last result, however, does not take us very far. Real applications, e.g. to climate science, involve both spatial and temporal variation together rather than separately. The need thus arises for a range of examples of non-separable covariances on M = S × R, that can be used flexibly for modelling. For detail here we refer to Cressie and Huang [23] , Gneiting ([35] on R n × R, [36] on S n , [37] ). For space-time modelling in general, see Kyriakidis and Journel [59] , Finkenstädt et al. [32] , Porcu et al. [76, 77] . For applications to global climate data see the work of Jun and Stein [52, 53] , and Jeong and Jun [51] . We note that progress was hampered in the past by lack of an adequate range of examples of covariances for modelling purposes -to the extent that practical statisticians and climatologists felt themselves forced to use as 'covariances' functions that were not even positive definite. It was the modelling needs of climate scientists, together with the interest of the Brownian case, that prompted this study.
Complements
Testing for independence ıThe ideas above found a new and powerful application in statistics, in the work of Székely, Rizzo and Bakirov [89] in 2007 and Székely and Rizzo [84] in 2009. See in particular the extensive commentary to the invited paper [84] , and for further developments, [85, 86, 87, 88] ; there are also applications to the theory of algorithms. Given a bivariate sample ((X 1 , Y 1 ), · · · , (X n , Y n )), where each coordinate has finite mean, it turns out that one can test for independence of the X-and Ycoordinates, consistently against all alternatives (again, with finite means) by test statistics involving only distances between observations. The crux is the concept of distance covariance (equivalent to a related concept of Brownian covariance): see below.
Distance covariance
ıThe theory of distance covariance in metric spaces has been re-worked and simplified by Russell Lyons [65, 66] . It turns out that this area too belongs to distance geometry. The crux is for the distance covariance of (X, Y ) to be zero iff X and Y are independent. It turns out that this does not hold for general metric spaces, but does so exactly for those of strong negative type, a class that includes Euclidean spaces. As before, embeddability into Hilbert space is crucial; other embeddings also occur (Riesz, Fourier, Crofton, Brownian). We refer to the excellent paper [65] for details. For applications to high-dimensional data, see Kosorok [57] .
ıRegarding the link with Crofton's formula: see the paper by Guyan Robertson [78] . The Crofton formula goes back to 1885 [24] ; see Santaló [79] for background and details. It is a precursor of the Radon transform, for which see e.g. [43] .
Other approaches
ıThe first person to use white-noise integrals for Lévy's Brownian motion was Chentsov [20] , an approach later taken up by Lévy himself [64] , and McKean [67] . For other approaches, see the work of Molchan [68, 69, 70, 71] , Noda [72, 73] , and Takenaka, Kubo and Urakawa [90] .
Gaussian processes
ıOne may construct Gaussian processes wherever one has a covariance, though these are necessarily more complicated than Brownian motion when working on a non-Brownian space. Covariance structure is always important, but is only fully informative in the case of Gaussianity -here, as always, a useful first approximation. For compact symmetric spaces (such as spheres), a detailed study was given by Askey and Bingham [3] . It would be interesting to extend this study to the geo-temporal context.
Gaussian fields
ıGaussian random fields (this term is now more common for spatial processes) have been studied by Cohen and Lifshits [21] on spheres and hyperbolic spaces. For Gaussian free fields -which arise in physics (quantum field theory), but may be regarded as multi-parameter analogues of Brownian motion -see Sheffield [83] . For an extensive survey of Gaussian random fields and their links with physics, see Léandre [60] . For contours in this context (motivated by work of Pyke on Brownian sheets), see Kendall [55] .
Positive definite functions on spheres ıThis subject, at the heart of the work here, goes back to seminal work by Schoenberg [82] in 1942. It has been considered further by the first author [8] , Faraut [28] and Gneiting [36] .
Manifold-valued Brownian motion
ıDual (in the sense of harmonic analysis -see Gangolli [33] ) to (real-valued) Brownian motion parametrised by a manifold is Brownian motion taking values in a manifold. Here there is a rich interplay between the geometry of the manifold and the probabilistic properties of Brownian motion on it. See for example Grigoryan [39] , Varopoulos et al. [91] , Elworthy [26] . One of the highlights in this context is that the radial part of a Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold is a semimartingale, even though the smoothness of the distance function fails along the cut-locus, see Kendall [56] . For a probabilistic proof of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem using Brownian motion on manifolds, see Bismut [12] .
Hypergroups
ıThe theory of hypergroups is by now well established, but too extensive for us to discuss here. We refer to the standard work on the subject by Bloom and Heyer [13] ; see also [14, 15, 16, 46] . Hypergroups make contact with the work studied here, for instance through our main example, the symmetric spaces of rank one; these have constant curvature κ. For the spherical case κ > 0, the relevant hypergroup here is the Bingham (or Bingham-Gegenbauer) hypergroup; see [7] , Bloom and Heyer [13] 
Markov property
ıIn one dimension, the Markov property is expressed by present time being a splitting time: past and future are conditionally independent given the present. In higher dimensions, the geometry is more complicated. In the plane, for example, one might have values within and without a contour conditionally independent given values on the contour. See for example Evstigneev [27] for background and references.
Time series
ıThe work above is relevant to time series. For instance, Zhou [96] used distance correlation to study nonlinear dependence. Prediction theory may be extended to hypergroups -see e.g. Hösel and Lasser [48] -and can be applied on spheres, using the Bingham hypergroup. This provided the first author with a pleasing link to his recent work on prediction theory; see e.g. [9, 10, 11] .
Fractional processes
ıBrownian motion is too smooth for some purposes, and may be usefully generalised to fractional Brownian motion, which has a parameter (essentially the Hurst parameter from hydrology) that governs the degree of smoothness. Such fractional Gaussian fields have been studied in contexts related to ours by Gelbaum [34] and Istas [49] .
Higher dimensions
ıIt is of interest to see what happens to the n-dimensional spheres and hyperbolic spaces considered here as the dimension n → ∞. There has been much progress in this area in recent decades, due largely to Olshanski, Okounkov and Vershik. For background and details, see several recent papers by Jacques Faraut, e.g. [30] ; cf. the paper by Bloom and Wildberger [17] in this volume.
Postscript
ıIt is a pleasure to dedicate this survey to Herbert Heyer on the occasion of his eightieth birthday. The preface to his classic book [44] is preceded by a quote from Pierre Lelong: ' . . . les probabilités sur les structures algébriques, sujet neuf et passionnant'. This captures well the lifelong dedication to the subject that Herbert has always shown. His work, his example and his friendship have enriched the lives of us, our fellow-contributors and many others; long may they continue to do so.
